Find standout commercial insurance prospects from enriched data on over 7.5 million business contacts.
In sales, timing is everything. Imagine if you could approach your prospects when changing providers or renewing their policy is top of mind. By harnessing the power of workers compensation policy data you can discover a wealth of information, including their predicted renewal date. Imagine also if you knew your prospect’s carrier, company name, zip, SIC code, and employee size before you ever pick up the phone. You could position your offerings more effectively and set yourself apart from the competition.

ProspectBase is a web-based lead intelligence and management tool. This tool, based on workers compensation policy information, provides the business information needed to target high value prospects. Each prospect profile is compiled from market intelligence sources and policy specific information, including carrier and predicted renewal date.

Knowledge is power. Many businesses are renewing their other commercial lines of insurance at the same time as their workers compensation policy.

Utilize the information to your advantage.

By identifying the businesses that meet your underwriting appetite, knowing where they are located and being able to take action within the appropriate decision window, you gain unparalleled insight into the marketplace and position your organization for success.
Why LexisNexis® ProspectBase®?

This interface is a powerful, easy-to-use tool for field associates to work with agencies to increase premiums. The integration of various sources of information provide opportunities to close more sales and increase cross-selling opportunities. It provides a proven business development focus for the entire business unit which is tactical and customizable. The prospect records can include the predicted renewal date, carrier, headquarters' location, contact name, SIC code, class code and employee size.

With ProspectBase, you are able to find the best prospects in your region or territory based on your underwriting guidelines.

You can utilize the tool to:

- Know workers’ compensation predicted renewal date, carrier and purchasing location
- Calculate the total workers’ compensation opportunity to insure each prospect

Use the tool for marketing and sales planning to:

- Find pockets of opportunity (low penetration-high opportunity)
- Determine how to prioritize sales efforts and resources
- Outline how to assemble, distribute, track and measure interactions between field reps, their agencies and the carriers best prospects and customers

With ProspectBase you are able to gain unparalleled insight into the marketplace to position your organization for success by integrating workers compensation policy data into your strategic and competitive analytic studies and, in turn, set you apart from the competition.

Who
Identify the best prospects for your underwriters' appetite:
- By Type of Business (SIC Code)
- By Geography
- By Size (#Employees)
- By Carrier

How
Know your prospect and target your sales and marketing message (tailored product offerings based on their type of business)
- By Type of Business (SIC Code)
- By Size of Business
- By Geography
- By policy purchasing location

When
Determine the appropriate time to contact based on predicted renewal date.
About LexisNexis Risk Solutions

At LexisNexis Risk Solutions, we believe in the power of data and advanced analytics for better risk management. With over 40 years of expertise, we are the trusted data analytics provider for organizations seeking actionable insights to manage risks and improve results while upholding the highest standards for security and privacy. Headquartered in metro Atlanta USA, LexisNexis Risk Solutions serves customers in more than 100 countries and is part of RELX Group plc, a global provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com.

ProspectBase® is not provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.) (“FCRA”) and does not constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is defined in the FCRA. Accordingly, ProspectBase® may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility for credit, insurance, employment or for any other eligibility purpose that would qualify it as a consumer report under the FCRA. Due to the nature of the origin of public record information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors. Source data is sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free from defect. This product or service aggregates and reports data, as provided by the public records and commercially available data sources, and is not the source of the data, nor is it a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before relying on any data, it should be independently verified. LexisNexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of RELX, Inc. ProspectBase is a registered trademark of LexisNexis Risk Solutions, Inc. Other products and services may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2018 LexisNexis. NXR12308-01-0318-EN-US